Non-Library Spaces on Campus for Students

If you’re looking for a study space and the library is busy, or looking for somewhere to socialise, there are many spaces on campus that you can use.

Non-Library Room Bookings

To book a room that is outside the library you can ask a staff member from your department to do this for you. This is usually department Administrators or Programme Convenors.

Try to book rooms in advance and don’t wait until the day you need it, as some rooms are used regularly for teaching.

Once a room has been booked for you, remember to:

- bring your student ID - most rooms need a student ID card to open them.
- Bring your own equipment - not all rooms have PCs or might only have one. See below for a list of open access computer spaces.
- Make a note of the building name and room description - these can give clues on what the space is normally used for and what is in the room, such as “Cedar” contains rooms for science equipment.

Bathrooms are available in all buildings, even to visitors or students without ID card, and there is usually a printer in each building/area.

Open access computer spaces

Queens Building in Southlands has several IT labs that are open 6.00am to midnight:

- SQB030 – Newsroom I
- SQB245 / SQB246 – Newsroom II
- SQB040 / SQB041 – Language Labs
- SQB047 / SQB048 / SQB049 – Roehampton Business School Labs

School of Education at Lulham in Froebel also has three IT labs that are open 6.00am to midnight:
• Lu011 / Lu012 / Lu013

The following 24 hour IT labs are accessible using your student ID card throughout the year:

• SQB046, Queens Building – 35 PCs in an open access space with core university software.
  o The main entrance doors are locked at midnight - you can enter through the side entrance with your ID card for 24 hour access.
• Manresa Hall, Whitelands – 30 PCs in an open access space with core university software.

Social spaces on campus

If you want to socialise, you can use any of the food catering outlets. You can also use the following lounge and kitchen areas:

• Southlands Reef
• Digby Den
• Whitelands Sett

In these areas you’ll find microwaves, fridges, soft seating, dining tables and lockers, which can be seen in the image below.